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That which pleases the mind-senses is pleasure (happiness) and that which
appears to displease the mind, is displeasure (unhappiness). This is the
common explanation on pleasure (happiness) and displeasure (unhappiness)
from ordinary people.
We think that if we get food, clothing, houses, cars, land-property, knowledge,
medicines and various other things etc. at a low cost and in ample quantity
then we will become happy. However, think whether those who have these
things in abundance, are they in fact happy?
Not at all, because by accumulating things, increases the craving for those
things and craving is the root cause of all "dukh" unhappiness, sorrow and
suffering. In Gita, when Arjuna asked Lord Krishna about the main reason for
committing sins which are the cause of much suffering. To this, the Lord replied
"DESIRES" (craving) is the main cause of sinful acts. Veritably the main reason
for pain and suffering is also only "craving". Those in prison, in hell, or wherever
we see that there is suffering, if you look at the root cause of all their
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suffering, then for all of them at one time or the other they had sinned due to a
"craving" or at present there is craving for things. By having "craving" objects
cannot be acquired. Even worldly people do not give to those who "want", rather
they insist and force those who do not wish to take, and happily, with much
pleasure they want to give to them.
If even any one person gets all the worldly objects that he desires, then too he
will not be satisfied, because his craving will further and further increase "jimi
prati laabh lobh adhikaayi." The reason that this craving increases, is that you
experience a lack of something within, and as long as you experience a lack of
something within, till then how can there ever be any happiness, rather only
unhappiness, pain and sorrow will increase.
If you think seriously then you will come to know, that you do not become
happy on acquiring things, on the contrary, on getting those things, the desire
and want (which are the cause of all sorrow and suffering) increases even more.
It has been said All the vegetation, grains, animals and women that are there in this world, all
of them together are not sufficient in satisfying one person. On accepting this,
one must end desiring; because by enjoying and relishing the worldly sense
objects, desires can never be quietened, rather just as by putting "ghee"
(clarified butter) in the sacrificial fire, the fire increases in intensity, similarly
on relishing and enjoying the worldly sense objects, the desire for enjoyment
continues to increase in intensity.
All men desire pleasure and happiness, however they only understand
happiness to be in these worldly objects, and therefore they are seen trying to
acquire those objects. At present, the world population is believed to be around
seven billion, so how is each and every person to get all the things of this
world? All the things together are limited and restricted and those who desire
these things are also many. When one person cannot get everything, then how
can everyone get everything? Let us assume that if everyone gets, then too,
becoming happy and contented with those things is not possible; because the
sentient "jeeva" can only be completely satisfied and peaceful when it attains
the whole and complete sentient (conscious) element; not with imperfect
insentient (inert) and limited things. If coming under the sway of ignorance, we
perceive and assume happiness only in the union with the perishable objects,
then too the inert things are changing every moment and perishing, whereas
Jeeva" (embodied soul) is permanent and imperishable. Therefore how can the
eternal union of the two ever last?
Then what is the solution to happiness? The answer to happiness is - having
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the aim of attaining the sentient Paramatma (Supreme Consciousness) and
lawful and righteous (according to Dharma) conduct. The purport is that when
our conduct is according to Dharma and when we have no desire to get anything
else besides that which is gained lawfully according to our rights, then alone
real happiness can be attained. This will happen when one renounces and
becomes generous.
Those things that we think will give us happiness, if we give them up, and with
the sentiments of generosity want to give these to others, at the same time we
do not wish to take anything from them, then those things will on their own
become abundant and the takers will become less. At that time the divine
powers will complete their work, as fruit of our generosity, and by which things
will be abundantly produced and protected. In this way, happiness will spread in
the entire world.
As the mind moves away from inert objects, having the sentiments of
renunciation and generosity, it becomes engaged in the sentient Paramatma.
When the sight moves away from the inert, it will enter into the sentient on its
own. Then the main concept that was held in the mind that there is happiness
in these things, will be wiped out. And on understanding that sentient
Paramatma as an embodiment of enlightenment and bliss, when aim will
become determinate and firm on Paramatma, the Jeeva on it's own will become
knowledgeable and blissful.
In that state, by seeing such a great man, by listening to his lectures and
his touch, other beings also experience happiness, then what to speak
himself being joyful? He who gives up his selfishness, wishing the welfare
the people at large, and in return does not want to take anything at all,
alone is truly happy.
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Some brothers are of the notion that the money that wealthy people have, to
snatch that away and distribute it among those with very little, thereafter all
will be happy. However, one must think that the kind of happiness that the rich
have, it is happiness that is mixed with suffering, whereby they themselves are
burning night and day. They are never at peace. Therefore the happiness and
pleasure that you will get from them, will be of the same type, which is mixed
with sorrow and suffering. Therefore from whoever you seize money and
possessions, they will certainly experience great difficulty. By taking from them
and giving them hardships, how can the takers be happy? There will be only
burning within and whoever that wealth is given to, there too will be sadness,
lack of peace and distress only.
It is a principle that if the giver gives entirely (unconditionally) and the aker is
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one who serves, a servant who does not want to take, then generosity will arise
in the giver, and he will experience great pleasure; and seeing the pleasure and
contentment of the giver, the one who is receiving takes with the attitude of
renunciation, then he will also experience joy. Thus that nectar-filled object
wherever it goes, there too it will create an atmosphere of happiness, peace
and joy. Then only all will experience happiness and then only everyone's
heart-felt sentiments will be generous; because happiness is not in objects;
happiness and pleasure is in the generosity of our heart.
It is a declaration of the scripture that –
Yaccha kaamsukham loke yacch divyam mahatsukham |
Trushnaakshayasukhasaite naarhatah shodashim kalaam ||
All the pleasures born of sense objects in the world and the great heavenly
pleasures, both these are not equivalent to a sixteenth portion of the
happiness derived from destroying thirst (desires).
A poet has beautifully expressed this Chaah gayi chinta mitee manuvaa beparavaah
Jisako kachu na chaahiye soyi shaahamshaah ||
Therefore the point that is proven is that it is not that there is suffering and
sorrow from lack of things, the sorrow and unhappiness is from the experience
of the lack of things. Let us say that one man does not eat anything on
Ekadashi day and another man did not get anything to eat on that day and
therefore had to go hungry. Both these men did not have access to food,
however the one who was doing the Ekadashi austerity, is doing so with great
joy, whereas the other person, is suffering due to conscious of and perceiving
lack of food in the stomach, thus it is the consciousness of lack of something
that is the cause of sorrow and suffering. If the sorrow is only in not having,
then a detached "virakt" ascetic, a recluse would have also experienced
suffering. Because they have neither women, nor wealth, nor house, nor
clothes, nor car for transportation, nor any pre-arrangements made for
satisfying their hunger. However in spite of not having these, then too they are
very happy, and many great kings go to them to get rid of their distress and to
become happy. The reason for this is that they are feeling the eternal bliss of
the Existent, Conscious and Blissful Paramatma, and though lacking in material
objects they remain in an ever blissful state. In reality the shortage of things is
experienced out of ignorance. Therefore however much of shortage there is,
man must not be conscious of this and must remain always in remembrance of
Paramatma. He who does not experience the lack of having certain things, he
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who readily accepts the divine ordinance of God, and is not sad by the pain that
comes, rather sees it as a destruction of past sins and understands it to be
God's grace, such a one will be always happy.
He who gives importance to wealth and wants to seek pleasure from food,
clothing and things, they are making a mistake. By giving importance to
inertness, unrighteousness will take place and when unrighteous conduct takes
place, one is never happy and can never ever be happy. Contrary to this, if
significance is given to that embodiment of Truth, Consciousness and Bliss
Absolute, and seeking joy through That (experiencing The Existent and sharing
about That with others) then one will attain eternal happiness.
Therefore we must only have God Realization as our aim. Let us remain always
detached from worldly objects and not let its thirst come into the mind at all.
For this, one must remain absorbed and in deep contemplation of God by taking
the support of Truth-Scriptures studies, association of saints and great souls,
prayer and praises of Paramatma and constant repetition of the Lord's Divine
Name (naam japa) etc.; and this must all be done in a disinterested spirit
(without a selfish motive).
In Kaliyug he who secretly, without sentiments of selfishness, constantly,
attentively, joyously and with reverence only repeats the divine name of
Paramatma (naam japa), he attains That eternally bliss Paramatma quickly and
easily Gupt akaam nirantar, dhyaansahit saanand |
Aadarajut japase turat, paavat paramaanand ||

Narayan ! Narayan !! Narayan !!!
From book in hindi "Jeevan ka Kartavya" by Swami Ramsukhdasji.
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